INTRODUCTION
We previously reported frequencies of the 61 ami no acid codons in 90 mRNA (1), but data for individual genes were not clearly reproduced. Since then the sample of all sequenced mRNA has grown by 29 genes. We therefore now give codon frequencies in each of the 119 sequences ( Figure 1 ). Correspondence analysis on all 119 mRNA appears in Figure 2 , which indicates distinct coding strategies for several genome types. Mammalian, bacterial, virus, mitochondrial and yeast + slime mold genes fall in different classes (had by minimizing the variance in codon use for each class). The different mRNA positions in Figure 2 cannot be due to the proteins coded, as shown by Figure 3 , which depicts correspondence analysis on amino acid frequencies coded by each messenger. No grouping of proteins by genome type is seen. Therefore, the information responsible for the pattern in Figure 2 is specific to the mRNA themselves (1, 2) .
We are trying to evaluate several possible explanations for the pattern of mRNA distances seen between genome types (or cell or chromosome types): metabolic discrimination (varying with genome type) between bases, regulation of replication or transcription through degenerate base use, QBvT  TMVA  TMW:  TMV3OK  TO-C  FPVHGN  FIXA  FDffi  FIXC  FIXD  FIXE  FIXF  FIXG  FIXH  FIXJ  FIXK  W4A  •W54B  \C4C  VS4D  M34E  VGAF  V34G  VG4H  M34J  W4K  FDV1  FW2  FEV3  FW4  FEV5  FDV6  FDV7  FDV8  FEVK)  M131  M133  M134  M136  M137  M139   No. codons   392  129  544  79  55  158  105  188  562  511  119  85  151  9O  422  174  326  37  55  553  119  83  151  95  426  176  336  24  55  347  4O9  423  425  86  111  32  72  110  215  423  59  111  32  31 Itef. 7 8   9  10  11  12  12  13  14  15,16  15,16  15,16  15,16  15,16  15,16  15,16  15,16  15,16  17P1CCA3N  T7VG1  Lfild  LWCII  LAM3O  LAMO  434CEI  434CRO  S40GT  S4OPT  S4OVP1  S4OVP2  S4OVP3  BKVPT  HBVSA  AD5E1A  EOQLAC  ECOLACY  EC0IL\G  ECOILVE  nrmr.il  EC0L1  EOOLlO  ECO712  ECCftTTL  ECOIN9  ECO1N3T  ECOTN3R  ECOTN3L  ECOLPP  EOOTKPA  biYTKfA  SAPAMPR  SACMT9  SfiCMTOO  SACADH1  SA0CC1  SflOGDH  DICSCT1  DICACT3  DICACT5  DICACT6  DICACT7  DIC2\CTB  BMDFIB  PSMHl  PSMH2A  PSMH2B  PSMH3  SPUH2A  SPUH3  (RLOVA  GRLBGL  MLBK2   No. codons   218  56  236  96  65  298  96  70  626  173  361  351  233  171  225  288  359  416  76  8O  141  233  164  12O  54  218   1014   184  285  77  267  267  285  75  250  120  1O8  331  50  5O  51  5O  67  50  166  85  123  1O2  135  123  102  385  146  117   Ref.   22  23  24  25  25  26  27  27   28,29  28,29  28,29  28,29  28,29   30   31,32   33  34  35  36  36  37  37  37   37  38  39   40  40  40  41  42  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  49  49  49  49  49  50  51  51  51  51  52  52  53  54  55 No. 1D7  173  165  129  324  153  141  146  146  48  215  132  107  141  146  264  114  115  132  216  168   Ref.  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63,64  63,64  65  66  67  68  69  70  71  72  73  74  75,76  77 Note regarding Table 1 In Figure 1 , starting on the following page, for every messenger the frequency of each of the 61 codons is given per thousand, excluding initiator and terminator codons, as before (1). In the case of one mt gene (no. 79), Trp is coded by UGA instead of the customary UGG (45); there are 5 such UGA in the mRNA. We have taken no account of this coding deviation in our correspondence analyses. 
